Code and title of specialty (direction): 033 «Philosophy»
Title of specialization:
Code and title of the field of knowledge: 03 «Human sciences»
Qualification: Master of Philosophy
Number of credits: 90 credits ECTS
Grade of higher education: second (master) corresponds to the seventh qualification level of
National Qualifications Framework of Ukraine.
Requirements to the previous education grade: a person has the right to obtain master’s degree
provided he has bachelor or specialist degree in a relevant or related humanitarian specialty. Provided
that the previous level is obtained in another country, it is necessary to pass through the nostrification
procedure.
Qualification requirements: document on higher education of master’s level is issued to the
person, who has successfully completed educational program and passed the certification. Graduation
certification is carried out by an assessment of competence formation degree. Attestation formcomprehensive certification examination.
Program study results: to use conceptual knowledge, including knowledge of current
achievements for solving complex unpredictable tasks and problems of the field; to use theories ,
principles, methods and concepts of the philosophical and human sciences in training and professional
activity; to collect and interpret information and choose methods and tools for solving professional tasks;
to apply innovative approaches to solving professional tasks; to inform specialists about the leading
philosophical ideas, problems and their solutions, as well as their own experience in the field of
professional activity; to manage complex actions or projects; to form communication strategy; to use a
foreign language on a professional level; to be responsible for the professional development of
individuals and /or groups of individuals; to be responsible for decision making under unforeseen
conditions; to learn with a high level of autonomy. Theoretical professional activity: to know the current
state and problems of philosophy; to use knowledge for philosophical comprehension, analysis of specific
features and forecasting the trends of modern epoch development; to operate basic concepts and
categories of philosophy in the context of ontological, epistemological and methodological problems.
Professional organizational activity: to use the methods of contemporary philosophical knowledge in the
development of philosophical and scientific problems; independently search, find, analyze and generalize
information of contemporary philosophical problems; to analyze worldview processes in Ukraine and
other countries. Professional management activity: to plan the components of analytical and
organizational activity; to monitor contemporary philosophical problems and scientific trends in their
study and solutions.
Employment competences: Master of specialty 033 «Philosophy»can hold positions in
universities, companies, enterprises, namely: a teacher, social and political issues advisor (in parties and
other public organizations), public relations and press specialist, research scientist(philosophy).
Further study perspective: Master of specialty 033 «Philisophy» can continue training on the
third educational and qualification level of Doctor of Philosophy in the fields 03 “Humanities”, 02
“Culture and art”, 05” Social and behavioral sciences”, 04 “Theology”, 01 “Education”.
Department graduating student with a degreee: department of philosophy;
Institute/faculty: faculty of law
Educational program supervisor: professor, Doctor of Philosophy, Eremenko O.M.,
alyeremenko@gmail.com; work number: 0645240342

